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 After a couple of weeks, I finally updated my repl to use the new variable.Data.[Number] and it started to behave much more as I expected. After about a month, I was able to remove the WorkItemData.xlsx.It was huge but I had limited time and I needed to work. A similar approach can be used with any other Excel file - for example, if you need to parse text data from a HTML webpage you could
use the same logic. Remember that if you have any type of index file (like.xlsx,.xls,.csv, etc) that you might need to add the correct column in WorkItemData.xlsx (like you did in the pictures) and maybe select the cell to show (in the sheet). Finally, of course you need to provide your Exceptions that are being generated in WorkItemData.xlsx. The example is small but it already has a lot of features

that you can develop for yourself and you can extend it as you wish. The Excel version is available in the following link (it is a.zip file): First of all, I had to realize the new variables (especially the variable.Data.[Number]) are not static. Second, even if I use the.Data.[Number] I had to give the parameter the value of my variable (ex:.Data.[Number] = &BlackSoil_[45]) to be able to get the number 45
in the variable.Data.[Number]. Finally, a lot of work was required to make it work. And I was surprised to see that I had to build the workbook every time I run the project - or at least that was the case until the replacement of.xlsx with.csv. As you can see, the comparison between versions is hard to do because of the changes in the Excel files. You have to modify the parameters in the initialization of

Excel by the changes I made in the previous lines of the code. If I choose to use the program I will not need to create a new workbook each time to get the variable data in Excel - and it will give me the flexibility of not having to know which variables are included in the file to load. It will be a very important feature, specially for me 82157476af
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